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Developing	  Common	  Assessments	  

Step	  1:	  	  Iden(fy	  the	  priori(zed	  standard	  to	  be	  assessed	  and	  the	  
specific	  skills	  or	  knowledge	  that	  represent	  proficiency.	  
	  
Step	  2:	  Using	  the	  scale,	  determine	  the	  number	  and	  type	  of	  
assessment	  items	  for	  the	  common	  assessment.	  
	  
Step	  3:	  	  If	  there	  is	  an	  exis(ng	  assessment	  for	  this	  standard,	  use	  the	  
scale	  to	  audit	  the	  assessment	  and	  determine	  the	  level	  of	  
assessment	  items	  and	  make	  adjustments	  as	  necessary.	  
	  
Step	  4:	  	  Administer,	  score,	  and	  review	  the	  common	  assessment	  
results	  for	  all	  students.	  	  For	  longer	  assessments,	  chart	  student	  
responses.	  	  	  
	  
Step	  5:	  	  Ini(ate	  interven(on	  strategies	  based	  on	  common	  
assessment	  data.	  	  	  
	  	  	  

Forma(ve	  Assessment	   Summa(ve	  Assessment	  
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Classroom	  Assessments	  

Type	   Descrip(on	   Examples	  
Obtrusive	   Obtrusive	  assessments	  interrupt	  the	  

normal	  flow	  of	  acHvity	  in	  the	  
classroom.	  InstrucHon	  does	  not	  occur	  
during	  obtrusive	  assessments.	  
Instead,	  instrucHon	  stops	  while	  
students	  “take	  the	  
assessment”	  (hence	  the	  term	  
obtrusive).	  

Unobtrusive	   Unobtrusive	  assessments	  do	  not	  
interrupt	  the	  flow	  of	  acHvity	  in	  the	  
classroom.	  In	  fact,	  students	  might	  not	  
even	  be	  aware	  that	  they	  are	  being	  
assessed	  during	  an	  unobtrusive	  
assessment.	  These	  types	  of	  
assessments	  are	  oRen	  used	  with	  
Procedural	  knowledge	  but	  can	  also	  
be	  used	  to	  assess	  DeclaraHve	  
knowledge.	  	  

Student-‐Generated	   Student-‐generated	  assessments	  are	  
probably	  the	  most	  underuHlized	  form	  
of	  classroom	  assessment.	  As	  the	  
name	  implies,	  a	  defining	  feature	  of	  
student-‐generated	  assessments	  is	  
that	  the	  students	  generate	  ideas	  
about	  the	  manner	  in	  which	  they	  will	  
demonstrate	  their	  current	  status	  on	  a	  
given	  topic.	  	  Teachers	  might	  consider	  
choice	  boards	  to	  offer	  ideas	  to	  get	  
students	  involved	  in	  this	  type	  of	  
assessment.	  	  
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The Case for Common Formative Assessments 

By Rick and Becky DuFour and Robert Eaker 

We received a question from a principal of a high-performing middle school who wrote: 
“Although we have made significant growth in many of the core components of a 
professional learning community we continue to struggle with the perception of teacher 
autonomy as a result of attempting to create common assessments. A number of 
teachers continue to believe that common assessments restricts their ability to 
differentiate instruction from their colleagues…. our staff still remains hesitant to fully 
engage in meaningful collaboration which would result in creating common assessments 
and sharing instructional practices. 

We have offered our own arguments as to why assessments created by a team of 
teachers are superior to the formal assessments developed by a teacher working in 
isolation. 

1. Team-developed common assessments are more efficient. 

If five teachers teaching the same course or grade level are responsible for ensuring all 
students acquire the same knowledge and skills, it make sense those teachers would 
work together to determine the best methods to assess student learning. A team of 
teachers could divide responsibilities for creating a unit and developing assessments. 
Teachers working in isolation replicate and duplicate effort. They work hard, but they do 
not work smart. 

2. Team-developed common assessments are more equitable. 

The use of common assessments increases the likelihood that students will have access 
to the same curriculum, acquire the same essential knowledge and skills, take 
assessments of the same rigor, and have their work judged according to the same 
criteria. We have witnessed repeated examples of teachers who were emphatic about the 
need for consistency, equity, and fairness in terms of how they were dealt with as adults, 
being completely unconcerned about the inconsistency, inequity, and lack of fairness 
that characterized the assessment of student learning in their school. If every teacher 
has license to assess whatever and however he or she determines, according to criteria 
unique to and often known only by that teacher, schools will never be institutions that 
truly model a commitment to equity. 

3. Team-developed common formative assessments are more effective in 
monitoring and improving student learning. 

We have cited several researchers who have concluded that team-developed common 
formative assessments are one of the most powerful strategies available to educators for 
improving student achievement. We know of no research concluding the formal 
assessments created by individual teachers working in isolation advance student 
learning. 
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4. Team-developed common formative assessments can inform and improve the 
practice of both individual teachers and teams of teachers. 

Teachers do not suffer from a lack of data. Virtually every time a teacher gives an 
assessment of any kind, the teacher is able to generate data – mean, mode, median, 
standard deviation, percentage failing, percentage passing, and so on. As Robert 
Waterman (1987) advised, however, data alone do not inform practice. Data cannot help 
educators identify the strengths and weaknesses of their strategies. Data inform only 
when they are presented in context, which almost always requires a basis of comparison. 

Most educators can teach an entire career and not know if they teach a particular 
concept more or less effectively than the teacher next door because the assessments 
they generate for their isolated classrooms never provide them with a basis of 
comparison. Most educators can assess their students year after year, get consistently 
low results in a particular area, and not be certain if those results reflect his or her 
teaching strategies, a weakness in the curriculum, a failure on the part of teachers in 
earlier grades to ensure students develop a prerequisite skill, or any other cause. In 
short, most educators operate within the confines of data, which means they operate in 
the dark. But in a PLC, collaborative teams create a series of common assessments, and 
therefore every teacher receives ongoing feedback regarding the proficiency of his or her 
students, in achieving a standard the team has agreed is essential, on an assessment 
the team has agreed represents a valid way to assesses what members intend for all 
students to learn, in comparison to other students attempting to achieve the same 
standard. That basis of comparison transforms data into information. 

Furthermore, as Richard Elmore (2006) wrote, “teachers have to feel that there is some 
compelling reason for them to practice differently, with the best direct evidence being 
that students learn better” (p. 38). When teachers are presented with clear evidence 
their students are not becoming proficient in skills they agreed were essential, as 
measured on an assessment they helped to create, and that similar students taught by 
their colleagues have demonstrated proficiency on the same assessment, they are open 
to exploring new practices. When the performance of their students consistently 
prevents their team from achieving its goals, they are typically willing to address the 
problem. In fact, we consider team-developed common formative assessments one of 
the most powerful motivators for stimulating teachers to consider changes in their 
practice. 

5. Team-developed common formative assessments can build the capacity of 
the team to achieve at higher levels. 

As Wiliam and Thompson (2007) found, the conversations surrounding the creation of 
common formative assessments are a powerful tool for professional development. When 
schools ensure every teacher has been engaged in a process to clarify what students are 
to learn and how their learning will be assessed, they promote the clarity essential to 
effective teaching. When teachers have access to each other’s ideas, methods, and 
materials they can expand their repertoire of skills. When a team discovers the current 
curriculum and their existing instructional strategies are ineffective in helping students 
acquire essential skills, its members are able to pursue the most powerful professional 
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development because it is specific, job-embedded and relevant to the context of their 
content, their strategies, their team, and their students. 

6. Team-developed common formative assessments are essential to systematic 
interventions when students do not learn. 

We argue that if educators were truly committed to high levels of learning for all 
students, they would not leave the question, “what happens when some students do 
learn” to chance. They would, instead, work together to create systems of intervention 
to ensure any student who struggles receives additional time and support for learning in 
a timely and directive way. Team-developed common formative assessments are a 
critical element of that system of intervention. 

Not every assessment should be a common assessment. There is still a place for 
individual teachers to create their own formal assessments. Team-developed common 
assessments will never eliminate the need for individual teachers to monitor student 
learning each day through a wide variety of strategies that check for understanding. But 
if schools are ever to take full advantage of the power of assessment to impact student 
learning in a positive way, they must include common formative assessments in their 
arsenal. Professional learning communities will make team-developed common formative 
assessments a cornerstone of their work. 
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History	  Quiz	  Unit	  1	  CFA	  
	  	  
1.	  	  What	  is	  the	  agreement	  between	  people	  and	  their	  government	  as	  proposed	  by	  Rousseau?	  (L2)	  

ConsHtuHon	  
DeclaraHon	  of	  Independence	  
Social	  Arrangement	  
Social	  Contract	  

	  	  
2.	  	  What	  was	  the	  addiHon	  to	  the	  ConsHtuHon	  that	  guaranteed	  personal	  freedoms?	  (L2)	  
	  	  

Bill	  of	  Rights	  
DeclaraHon	  of	  Independence	  
Freedom	  of	  Religion	  	  
Social	  Contract	  

	  	  
3.	  	  Life,	  Liberty	  and	  the	  Pursuit	  of	  Happiness	  are	  the	  core	  values	  espoused	  by	  the:	  (L2)	  

Bill	  of	  Rights	  
ConsHtuHon	  
DeclaraHon	  of	  Independence	  
Tenth	  Amendment	  

	  	  
4.	  	  Thomas	  Jefferson	  borrowed	  the	  ideas	  of	  Natural	  Rights	  from	  John	  Locke	  and	  published	  them	  in	  the	  
_____________	  (L2)	  
	  	  
5.	  	  What	  events	  in	  Voltaire’s	  life	  led	  him	  to	  be	  a	  proponent	  of	  free	  speech?	  (L2)	  
	  	  

He	  was	  exiled	  from	  France	  for	  mocking	  the	  government	  
He	  was	  angry	  about	  “TaxaHon	  without	  RepresentaHon”	  
He	  felt	  that	  monarchs	  repressed	  Natural	  Rights	  
He	  felt	  that	  Great	  Britain	  violated	  his	  Social	  Contract	  

	  	  
	  	  
6.  Describe	  how	  the	  developments	  of	  the	  ScienHfic	  RevoluHon	  contributed	  to	  the	  philosophical	  developments	  

of	  the	  Enlightenment.	  	  (L3)	  

	  
	  
	  	  
	  	  
	  	  
7.	  	  Explain	  how	  the	  US	  ConsHtuHon	  is	  a	  Social	  Contract.	  Give	  a	  specific	  example.	  (L3)	  
	  	  
	  	  
	  	  
	  	  

	  



Applewood(Elementary(School((
Common(Assessment(Results(–(Teacher(A!

! Item(1( Item(2( Item(3( Item(4( Item(5( Item(6( Item(7( Item(8( Item(9(
Student(1( Y( Y( N( Y( Y( N( N( N( N(
Student(2( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( N( Y(
Student(3( Y( Y( Y( Y( N( Y( Y( N( Y(
Student(4( N( N( N( N( Y( Y( N( N( N(
Student(5( N( Y( Y( Y( N( Y( Y( Y( Y(
Student(6( Y( N( Y( Y( Y( Y( N( Y( N(
Student(7( Y( Y( N( Y( Y( N( Y( N( Y(
Student(8( N( Y( Y( N( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y(
Student(9( Y( N( N( Y( Y( Y( Y( N( N(
Student(10( N( Y( Y( Y( N( Y( Y( Y( Y(
Student(11( Y( N( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( N( Y(
Student(12( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( N( Y( N(
Student(13( N( Y( Y( N( Y( Y( Y( Y( N(
Student(14( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( N( Y(
Student(15( N( N( N( Y( Y( Y( Y( N( Y(
Student(16( N( Y( Y( Y( N( Y( N( N( N(
Student(17( Y( Y( Y( Y( N( Y( Y( N( Y(
Student(18( N( N( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( N( N(
Student(19( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y(
Student(20( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( N(
Student(21( N( Y( Y( Y( Y( Y( N( N( N(
PERCENT(
CORRECT( 57%( 71%( 76%( 85%( 76%( 90%( 71%( 38%( 52%(

!
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Example(School(District((
Common(Assessment(Results(

( Applewood(Elementary(School((
Common(Assessment(Results(

District'Results' District'Results'
Learning(Goal( Percent(Proficient( Learning(Goal( Percent(Proficient(

#1:( 72%( #1:( 72%(
#2:( 82%( #2:( 82%(
#3:( 60%( #3:( 60%(

Building'Results' Classroom'Results'
Applewood( Percent(Proficient( Teacher(A( Percent(Proficient(

#1:( 70%( #1:( 70%(
#2:( 85%( #2:( 90%(
#3:( 50%( #3:( 60%(

Gateway( Percent(Proficient( Teacher(B( Percent(Proficient(
#1:( 60%( #1:( 75%(
#2:( 55%( #2:( 88%(
#3:( 40%( #3:( 52%(

Liberty( Percent(Proficient( Teacher(C( Percent(Proficient(
#1:( 85%( #1:( 65%(
#2:( 90%( #2:( 85%(
#3:( 70%( #3:( 50%(

Reedy(Creek( Percent(Proficient( Teacher(D( Percent(Proficient(
#1:( 76%( #1:( 72%(
#2:( 70%( #2:( 75%(
#3:( 65%( #3:( 45%(
!
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Comprehension	  of	  Literary	  Text	  Common	  Forma(ve	  Assessment	  
	  
Using	  the	  Canterbury	  Tales	  character	  chart,	  answer	  the	  following	  in	  
paragraphs	  with	  line	  numbers	  for	  support.	  
	  
Those	  who	  fight.	  .	  .	  
	  	  
1.	  What	  character	  does	  Chaucer	  use	  to	  portray	  the	  best	  character	  of	  one	  in	  
the	  military?	  How	  do	  you	  know?	  Use	  two	  examples	  and	  line	  numbers.	  	  
	  	  
Those	  who	  pray.	  .	  .	  
	  
2.	  Based	  upon	  his	  wriHng,	  what	  does	  Chaucer	  generally	  think	  of	  the	  church	  
and	  the	  people	  who	  work	  in	  it?	  Be	  specific.	  Use	  at	  least	  two	  examples	  and	  
line	  numbers.	  	  
	  	  
Those	  who	  work.	  .	  .	  
	  	  
3.	  The	  last	  of	  the	  characters	  on	  your	  chart	  are	  those	  who	  work.	  	  Who	  is	  the	  
character	  in	  this	  group	  who	  acts	  properly?	  How	  do	  you	  know?	  	  Use	  two	  
examples	  and	  line	  numbers.	  	  
	  	  
All	  estates.	  .	  .	  
	  	  
4.	  What	  did	  you	  noHce	  about	  those	  characters	  Chaucer	  characterized	  as	  
good?	  	  Use	  two	  examples	  and	  line	  numbers.	  	  
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How	  Many	  Wrijen	  Assessment	  Items	  Do	  You	  Need?	  
	  
Quick	  formaHve	  assessments	  (i.e.	  exit	  Hckets):	  	  
No	  exact	  number	  as	  these	  are	  primarily	  used	  for	  instrucHonal	  feedback	  and	  are	  oRen	  not	  graded.	  1	  or	  2	  items	  
can	  be	  plenty.	  
	  
FormaHve	  Assessments	  (i.e.	  quiz):	  	  
	  
3	  to	  4	  wrijen	  response	  items	  measuring	  the	  level	  of	  the	  standard	  (short	  answer)	  	  
7-‐10	  selected	  response	  items	  (MulHple	  Choice)	  
1	  Wrijen	  response	  essay	  style	  (should	  be	  accompanied	  by	  a	  common	  scoring	  guide	  for	  teachers)	  
	  
SummaHve	  Assessment	  (	  i.e.	  unit	  tests)	  
	  
5	  to	  6	  wrijen	  response	  items	  measuring	  the	  level	  of	  the	  standard	  
7-‐10	  selected	  response	  items	  measuring	  the	  level	  of	  the	  standard	  
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